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ABSTRACT
This paper describes instrumentation that is under devel-
opment for an in-flight demonstration of a plume spectros-
copy system on the space shuttle main engine. The
instrumentation consists of a nozzle mounted optical probe for
observation of the plume, and a spectrometer for identification
and quantification of plume content. This instrumentation,
which is intended for use as a diagnostic tool to detect wear and
incipient failure in rocket engines, will be validated by a
hardware demonstration on the Technology Test Bed engine
at the Marshall Space Flight Center.
INTRODUCTION
Integrated vehicle health management (IVHM) has been
identified by the NASA Office of Space Flight as the highest
priority technology for present and future space transportation
systemsl. Systems designed for IVHM will efficiently per-
form checkout, test, and monitoring of space transportation
vehicles and subsystems before, during, and after operation.
The primary purpose of IVHM is to increase safety and
reliability while simultaneously reducing costs. NASA plume
spectroscopy research and development efforts over the past
8 years have been oriented towards the goals of (1) detecting
the onset of severe erosion during flight or test and (2)
identifying degraded components for postflight maintenance.
These goals offer significant safety enhancement and opera-
tions cost reductions for reusable systems such as the Space
Transportation System.
Hardware for an in-flight plume spectroscopy system
consists of an optical probe to collect light from the plume, a
fiber-optic cable to transmit the light to a spectrometer which
discriminates the species in the plume, and a data recording
system. Specific devices under development include the nozzle
mounted optic assembly, and the Fabry-Perot interferometric
(FPI) spectrometer. The probe, which is mounted to the aft
manifold of the engine nozzle, collects the spectral radiation;
and the FPI spectrometer filters this plume radiation and
measures the intensity at wavelengths that are characteristic of
the eroding materials. Although this hardware is specifically
intended for use on the space shuttle main engine (SSME), the
technology is generic, and can readily be incorporated onto
other engines. This hardware is scheduled for testing on the
Technology Test Bed (TrB) engine at the Marshall Space
Flight Center (MSFC).
Capabilities of a flight plume spectroscopy system will
include real time measurement and analysis of material ero-
sion for engine safety monitoring, determination of perfor-
mance parameters for feedback into the engine controller, and
recording high-resolution, high-speed spectral data for post
f'wing analysis of the engine.
BACKGROUND
As rocket engine components experience wear or degra-
dation, eroded materials may be entrained in the plume.
Visible plume anomalies often precede many engine fail-
ures 2-4, e.g., the flashes of green observed in the plumes from
engines using copper lined combustion chambers. These
plume anomalies typically result from eroded materials pass-
ing through the engine and reacting with the propellants in the
combustion chamber. The distinct color changes in the plume
correspond to the frequency of light emitted by excited atoms
in the hot exhaust.
Spectroscopic techniques are routinely used for labora-
tory analysis of the elemental composition of liquid and solid
materials. Plume spectroscopy makes use of optical spectro-
scopic techniques to study the spectral radiation emitted or
absorbed by the exhaust gases. The identification and quanti-
fication of the elemental species in the plume can be used to
assess the health, safety, and maintenance needs of an engine.
Plume spectroscopy is a nonintrusive, multiparameter mea-
surement technique for engine health, safety, and mainte-
nance management.
Mostcriticalenginecomponentsareincontactwiththe
propellants.Materiallossduetowear,componentdistress,or
componentbreakager sultsinparticulatespassingthrough
theengineandintothecombustionchamber(carriedbythe
propellants)wheretheyproducespectrallybrightemissionsin
theplume.Measurementsof hesespectralemissionsprovide
insightintothetype(s)andamount(s)oferodedmaterial.
Plumemissionscanbeconvertedtoengineeringinfor-
mationbythethreestepprocessillustratedinFigl 1.First,
spectralemissionsfromtheexhaustplumearecollectedusing
anopticalprobemountedontheenginenozzle.Second,the
elementalconstituentsoftheplumeareidentifiedandquanti-
fiedusingaspectrometer.Finally,erodingalloysandengine
componentsareidentifiedandquantifiedusingnumerical
algorithmsthatassessmetalconcentrationsanddetermine
componentoforigin.
Spectralemissionsfromtheplumeof theSSMEare
routinelymonitoreduringgroundtestingandhavebeen
successfullycorrelatedto componentwear.Spectraldata-
basesexistfortheTrB and from flight-certification f'wings, at
NASA Stennis Space Center (SSC), of the SSME. Spectro-
scopic techniques are used in all postflring reviews: it is used
by spectroscopists to develop time histories of engine erosion,
to aid in the identification of worn engine components, and to
identify components that need further evaluation prior to the
next engine f'wing. However, the spectral history during SSME
flight is missing. The intent of the instrumentation described
in this paper is to extend this technology to flight.
Figures 2 and 3 display time slice spectral histories
recorded from TTB engine firings 017 and 024. These figures
illustrate the detection of engine degradation utilizing plume
spectroscopy. The spectra in Fig. 2 correspond to a nominal
engine fwing, with emissions from the hydroxyl radical (OH)
and broadband background consistent over time. The OH and
background emissions are always observed in the SSME
plume with reasonably constant and consistent intensities.
The spectra of Fig. 3 are from an engine as it is degrading. In
addition to the normal OH and background, numerous line
emissions from various metallic species can be seen. Note that
intensity of the OH and background in this figure remain
constant over time, however emissions from metallic species
(specifically the chromium lines at approximately 424 na-
nometers (nm)) vary with time. Since intensity is a function of
number density, line intensities are proportional to the amount
of material that is eroding from the engine component. Analy-
sis of the TTB engine after f'u"ing 024 revealed that the
faceplate of the engine had eroded. This faceplate is fabricated
from the alloy Inconel 625, which contains chromium.
THEORY
Plume spectroscopy can be performed using emission or
absorption techniques. Emission spectroscopy is based on
measurement of emissions radiating from excited species, and
absorption spectroscopy is based on the absorption of light by
the constituents of the plume.
For emission spectroscopy, intensity is proportional to
the number density of the emitting species. It is assumed that
the atoms in the emitting system are in thermal equilibrium,
there is a low population density of the emitting atoms, and
that the emitted light is not reabsorbed. The intensity of an
atomic line is given by the equation:
AijNh(v)gi e-£i / kT
I = (1)
z(t)
Where I is the emission intensity, Aij is the Einstein tran-
sition probability for spontaneous emission, N is the number
density, h is the Ptanck constant, v is the frequency, gi is
the statistical weight for each sublevel with an energy of El,
k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature,
and Z(t) is the partition function. Note that at temperatures
approaching 3300 K (the maximum temperature expected
in the hot regions of the SSME plume), Z(t) is approximately
go, where go is the statistical weight of the ground state. In
these high temperature regions, a sufficient concentrations of
free electrons are available for electron impact excitation of
metal atoms. Virtually the entire population of atoms and
molecules in excited states occurs through electron impact.
The SSME combustion chamber operates at 205 atmo-
spheres during 109% power conditions with an oxidizer to fuel
ratio of 6:1. Stagnation temperature in the combustion cham-
ber is approximately 3300 K, and 3200 K in the Mach disc. The
engine is overexpanded at sea level and underexpanded in the
vacuum of space. During engine start and shutdown tran-
sients, the nozzle undergoes significant distortion and is
subjected to thermal,,mechanical, and pneumatic shock. From
video recordings the nozzle has been observed to distort
approximately 150 mm. Published vibration criteria indicates
that the nozzle experiences a 7500 g shock 5. The acoustic
environment at the SSME nozzle exit plane is 130 to 170 dB.
In addition, pressure and temperature spikes pass through the
nozzle due to the movement of the normal shock wave. Since
this shock wave moves outward from inside to outside the
nozzle during engine start, the pressure at the exit plane
exhibits a spike as the shock wave passes. A similar pressure
spike exists during engine shut-down since the normal shock
wave will move back into the nozzle.
Results from the Two Dimensional Kinetics (TDK) code 6
indicate a convective heat flux of 2.7 MW/m 2, a static tem-
perature of 1430K, and static pressure of 0.4 atmospheres
near the nozzle wall at the exit plane. However, measurements
during TrB testing indicate steady state static temperature and
pressure of 670K and 0.2 atmospheres, respectively. During
design of the probes, the more hostile environment predicted
by TDK was assumed, rather than the measured results.
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NOZZI.E MOUNTED OPTICS
An optical system, which is mounted to the aft manifold
of an engine nozzle, can be used to observe spectral phenom-
ena emanating from, or absorbed by the plume. The following
discussion relates the application of nozzle mounted optics
specifically to the SSME.
EMISSION SOURCE The primary consideration for nozzle
mounted optics is the view of the exhaust gases. The Mach
discs, combustion chamber, and throat are areas of strong
emissions and therefore logical sources for emission measure-
ments; the lower temperature and pressure conditions at the
nozzle exit plane makes it suitable for absorption measure-
menu. Other considerations include; spectral characteristics
of the plume constituents, thermal and structural dynamics of
the engine, and flight related issues such as optic size, weight,
and mounting.
To monitor plume spectra during flight the probe can be
(1) mounted on the nozzle to view down at the Mach disc;
(2) mounted on the nozzle to view across the exit plane;
(3) mounted on the lip of the nozzle to view up into the nozzle;
(4) mounted off the engine (on the vehicle) to view the Mach
disc; (5) mounted in the side of the combustion chamber or
throat to view the chamber; or (6) mounted in the ignitor or
injector to view the chamber and throat. Due to engine
gimbaling during ascent, option 4 is not viable. For this effort,
only nozzle mounted optics were considered since minimal
engine modifications are required to retrofit them into existing
engine systems.
The three types of optics under development consist of a
forward facing optic that collects emissions emanating from
within the engines' combustion chamber and throat; an aft
facing optic that collects emissions emanating from the Mach
disc; and an optic to measure absorption across the exit plane
of the nozzle. Figure 4 schematically shows the probe, views,
and spectrometer in relation to the engine.
The probes can be mounted on the SSME aft manifold
using existing holes provided for the side load arrestor mecha-
nism (SLAM) ring mounts. These holes, which are found on
all existing SSME nozzles, are used during aspirated diffuser
testing at SSC and are not used otherwise. The holes are
plugged with bolts during ambient fwings and flight operation.
The nozzle mounted optic will mount on studs fabricated to
match the geometry of the existing bolts used to fill these
holes. Analysis and test verification has demonstrated that the
these probes have no effect on the engine or nozzle in terms of
mass loading, thermal loading, or mechanical effects and does
not decrease engine life or safety. An inherent advantage of
nozzle mounted optics is that in case of structural failure,
fragmented optics pieces will not cause damage to the engine
since the fragments will fall below the engine.
CHAMBER VIEWING OPTIC A schematic of this optic is
shown in Figure 5. Spectral emissions emanating from the
chamber/throat are focused into an optical fiber, which trans-
mits the light t_ the spectrometer. This view eliminates the
need for subtracting the solar background. Calculations have
shown that chamber radiation is orders of magnitude greater
in intensity than Mach disc radiation, allowing for measure-
ment of lower level signals while increasing the signal to noise
ratio. TrB testing of this optic has demonstrated survivability
for over 10 firings and 1000 seconds of engine operation.
A lens/turning optic focuses and directs the emissions.
The lens defines the field of view (FOV), and the turning optic
directs the light into the optical fiber. The turning optic is
required since the radius of curvature of the aft manifold
exceeds the allowable bend radius of the optical fiber. To
simplify the optical design and minimize optical losses, the
f-number matching lens and turning optic are integrated into
a single element. The FOV required to observe the throat from
the nozzle lip is 4.1 degrees. Since the numerical aperture of
a fused silica optical fiber is approximately 0.28 in the ultra-
violet (UV) (which is roughly equivalent to 30 degrees accep-
tance angle), a lens is utilized to match the viewing angle with
the acceptance angle. Using a 2.5 mm lens, the throat image
spot size is 0.4 mm. When focused on a 0.8 mm diameter
optical fiber, a FOV twice the throat area is provided, enabling
observation of the throat during all aspects of engine f'wing;
including nozzle distortion during the start/stop transient.
The design for the chamber viewing optic is a compro-
mise between size, weight, and strength. The optic, which
weighs 0.25 Lbs., is fabricated from precipitation hardened
zirconium-copper with a zirconium oxide thermal barrier
coating applied to the flowfield exposed end. Since the engine
is overexpanded at sea level, the barrel shock extends from the
nozzle lip to the downstream Mach disc. The optic is located
outside the boundary of the barrel shock to avoid shock
impingement. At high altitude, the engine is underexpanded
and the barrel shock will be very weak or non-existent with
low or no back pressure (vacuum). Since the optics will be
located outside the barrel shock boundary, convective heating
during sea level operation is the worst case thermal environ-
ment affecting survivability. Conduction from the optic into
the aft manifold (through which liquid hydrogen circulates) is
used to cool the device.
A chamber viewing optic has been tested on the TTB
engine. The observed spectra appears similar to that of a black
body radiation source with the intensity peak at approximately
520 nm and no atomic line structure. Several mechanisms
have been postulated to explain these results; among them
blackbody radiation from high pressure gases, Rayleigh scat-
tering offmolecules within the chamber, and scattering offthe
chamber wall. Additional test are planned with a modified
chamber viewing optic. A new lens will be fabricated to
change the field of view to just below the throat. The pres-
sure in the nozzle drops off significantly below the engine
throat. It is thought that observing the plume in a lower
pressure regime may enable observation of spectral lines.
MACH DISC VIEWING OPTIC The Mach disc is readily
accessible and provides a good optical signal. Under the
Optical Plume Anomaly Detection 7 (OPAl)) and Diagnostic
Test Facility 8 _TF) programs, emissions from the Mach
discs are measured. Figure 6 displays a schematic for this
device. This optic is basically a truncated version of the
chamber viewing optic. The primary difference is the elimina-
tion of the turning prism and its associated structure that
overhangs the aft manifold to look up into the chamber. At this
time, finite element (FE) structural and thermal analyses for
this device have not been performed. However, since the
design for this device is similar to the chamber viewing optic,
it is anticipated that this device will not experience undue
stress. Also, the shortened probe will experience lower bend-
ing stresses than the chamber viewing probe. Since this device
is located outside the flowfield boundary thermal loads will be
minimal. Based on video tapes of the nozzle, condensation and
freezing of optical surfaces will likely be the principal thermal
issue due to thermal contact with the liquid hydrogen aft
manifold. A nitrogen purge has been incorporated into the
design of this probe to prevent condensation and freezing.
Note that the Mach disc may not be the ideal source for
plume measurements on a flight system. Radiation from
sources behind the discs (e.g., the Sun or plumes from other
engines) may enter the collection optics along with the desired
plume emissions, requiring that the intensity of these poten-
tially varying radiation sources be known to enable their
removal. Other difficulties include movement of the Mach
discs with respect to the nozzle (since disc location is a
function of atmospheric pressure), the disappearance of the
Mach discs in the vacuum of space, and that not all gases (and,
therefore, not all particulates) pass through the Mach discs.
ABSORPTION OPTIC Figure 7 shows a schematic of this
device. The Nozzle Mounted Absorption Optic (NMAO),
when used in a matched pair, propagates light through the exit
plane flowfield of the SSME enabling absorption spectros-
copy. Absorption spectroscopy allows for a more easily quan-
tifiable measurement of flowfield entrained metal
concentrations than does emission spectroscopy. The NMAO
collimates light emitted from a fiberoptic cable into a beam
that passes through the SSME exit plane. The transmitted
signal is collected using a second NMAO. Both optical assem-
blies are bolted to the SSME aft manifold.
Considerations for the NMAO include aperture sizing,
throughput requirements, FOV, and other optical characteris-
tics. The system is sized to allow the optical source and
detector systems to be mounted remote from the engine. The
NMAO sizing was based on the throughput requirements to
perform narrow line atomic absorption spectroscopy with a
hollow cathode lamp source.
A tradeoff exists for signal-to-noise (S/N) and alignment
sensitivity. As the beam expands, the signal-to-noise de-
creases because the light arriving at the detector decreases. A
larger optic aperture improves the S/N by collecting more of
the transmitted signal. The upper limit on aperture size is
governed by weight and interaction with the flowfield gases.
The relationship between the beam spot size on the far side of
the nozzle, collected light, and aperture were evaluated. A
nominal 18 mm aperture was selected based on available off-
axis parabolic mirrors, probe weight and size.
As stated earlier, the nozzle distorts approximately 150
mm during the start/stop transient. It causes a 315 mm shift in
the FOV, requiring a 630 mm diameter FOV to accommodate
this distortion. At mainstage, nozzle deflection is minimal
allowing a relatively small FOV to be utilized. A nominal
beam diameter of 80 mm was chosen, providing allowance for
vibration and nozzle distortion without excessively penaliz-
ing light throughput. The beam diameter is adjustable by
controlling the position of the fiberoptic cable termination.
The NMAO is located outside the flowfield boundary so
thermal loads will be minimal. Based on video tapes of the
nozzle, condensation and freezing of optical surfaces will
likely be the principal thermal issue due to thermal contact
with the liquid hydrogen aft manifold. A nitrogen purge has
been incorporated into the design of this probe to prevent
condensation and freezing.
SPECTROMETER
Spectral characteristics considered with respect to the
spectrometer include the relative amounts of atomic and
molecular particulates in the plume, and the wavelengths of
their spectral phenomena. For a hydrogen-oxygen engine such
as the SSME, spectral activity of interest occurs between 300
and 1000 nm. Spectra from metallics occur between 300 and
500 nm; emissions from the hydroxyl radical occur between
305 and 320 nm; and H20 activity occurs between 700-1000
rim.
The number and identities of the species to be monitored
is based on the requirement to monitor all critical engine
components. Evaluation of the alloy and elemental content of
the various components in the propellant flow paths reveals a
minimum number of species that must be monitored. The
SSME alloys, their elemental constituents, and the weight
fraction of these constituents are listed in Ref. 9. From this list
it is evident that one or more of the elements chromium, cobalt,
iron, nickel, manganese, and tungsten are constituents in each
alloy. In addition, copper and calcium are elemental constitu-
ent of critical SSME components; e.g. calcium in the armalon
cages of the turbopump bearings, and copper in the combus-
tion chamber liner. Therefore, monitoring for these eight
speciesnablesdetectionoferosionfromallSSMEalloysand
criticalcomponents.
UsingthetechniquesdescribedinRef.4,radiantpower
valuescanbecalculatedfor theeightelementalspeciesat
SSMEconditions.Fromthesevaluesandfromvaluesfor
spectrometers nsitivity,minimaldetectabilitylimits(MDL's),
inpartspermillionandgramspersecond,canbederived.
Reference9liststhespecies,theiremissionwavelengthsand
atomiclinewidths,andthecalculatedfluxesarrivingatan
opticalcollectorlocatedonthelipoftheSSMEnozzleforeach
atomicspeciesatMDLconcentrations.AlloylossrateMDL's
canbecalculatedfromthespecieMDL's.
Whenasinglealloyispresentintheplume,theidentity
ofitselementalconstituentsand,therefore,ofthealloyitself
canreadilybedetermined.Ifmultiplealloysarepresentinthe
plume,theidentificationprocessi ,again,relativelysimpleif
eachalloyiscomposedofdifferentelements.However,many
SSMEalloyscontainsomeofthesamelementalspecies,the
differencesbeingvariousweightfractionsoftheelements.If
severalloysarepresentinaplumeandif thesealloyscontain
someof thesamelementalconstituents,thespectraof the
individualelementsaresummed,andadirectdeterminationof
theidentitiesandamountsofthealloyscannotbemadesolely
fromspectroscopicmeasurements.However,fromknowl-
edgeofwhichalloys_ bepresentintheplume,alongwith
knowledgeofconstituentscontent,weightfraction,element
spectralcharacteristicsandknowledgeofthetemperatureat
thelocationofemission,algorithmsconsistingofaseriesof
simultaneousequationscanbedevelopedandsolvedl0,11.
Theoutputofthesealgorithmsyieldstheidentitiesandamounts
ofalloysintheplume.
Aninterferometerbasedspectrometerwasselectedfor
thisapplicationbasedonitssmallsize,high-resolution,a d
high-speedspectralacquisitioncapabilities.A Fabry-Perot
interferometerwasselectedbasedonitsspectralbandwidth,
simplicityofdesign,andcommercialvailability.Engineer-
inganappropriatehousingfortheinterferometerr sultedina
rugged,compact,lightweightspectrometer.
AnFPIisatunablenarrowbandfilter(tunabletalon),
whichproducesaperiodicsetoftransmissionpeaks(orders)
correspondingtowavelengthst atareintegermultiplesofthe
mirrorspacing.Forspectroscopicurposes,theradiation
passingthroughtheFPIrequiresadditionalfilteringtoreduce
thenumberoforderstransmittedtothedetectors.Dielectric
narrowbandpassinterferencefiltersareusedforthisorder
sorting.Theinterferometerallowsradiationatafinitenumber
of wavelengthsto passthrough(seenasthetransmission
peaks).Thewavelengthof oneof thetransmissionpeaks
correspondstotheemissionwavelengthofaspecieofinterest.
Exitingtheinterferometer,radiationatthe'unwanted'wave-
lengthsareeliminatedby a bandpassfilter.Thetunable
interferometerincombinationwiththefixedbandpassfilter
yieldsahighresolutionspectrometer9.
Thewavelengthsfortheeightspeciestobemonitoredlie
between320and430rim,dictatingthebandwidthof the
spectrometer.Spectrometerr solutionmustbesufficientto
resolvecloselyspacedandnarrowspectrallines.Thenarrow-
estofthe8spectrallinesis0.2nmwide9.Sincethespectrom-
eterisascanninganddatasamplingdevice,samplingtheory
mustbeconsidered.Nyquistsamplingtheorydictatesthatas
aminimum,twopointsmustbemeasured(correspondingto
thepeakandadjacentvalley)to resolvea waveformand
preventaliasing.Typically,morethantwopointsareusedto
insureproperresolution;forthespectrometerfourpointswill
beused,correspondingtoaspectrometerwavelengthresolu-
tionof0.05nm.
Theetalonmirrorgapcontrolsthespacingbetween
transmissionmaximums.Forbroadbandinput,smallergaps
increasethetransmissionpeakspacingandlargergapsde-
creaseit. Themirrorspacingcontrolshowmanyorderslie
withinthebandpassfiltertransmissionbandwidth.Thefree
spectralrange(FSR)thatis lessthanthefilterbandwidth
allowstransmissionfrommorethanoneorderwhichisdetri-
mentalwhenmonitoringforanatomicspeciemission.Oper-
atingwithaFSRlargerthanthefilterbandwidthresultsin
excessiveFPIbandwidth,therebyincreasingthebackground
transmission.BackgroundisminimizedbyselectingaFSR
approximatelyqualtothefilterbandwidth.
Finesse,whichistheratioofthetransmissionbandwidth
to thespacingbetweenorders(FSR),determinestheFPI
backgroundtransmittanceatresonance.Increasingfinesse
decreasesthetransmissionbandwidthwithafixedmirrorgap.
Offresonancetransmissioncontributestobackgroundsignal.
A breadboardFPIspectrometerhasbeenfabricatedand
tested.This3channelunit(324.7rim,377.6nm,425.4nm)
wastestedusingaseededflame(copperandchromium)asthe
optic"source".Thecopperlineat324nmandthechromium
lineat424nmwereselectedforthisunitsincetheyhavebeen
identifiedastwoofthespeciesrequiredforSSMEmonitoring,
andthewavelengthsareattheextremesofthebandwidth.The
thalliumlineat377.6nmwasincludedinthisunitsinceitdoes
notappearin theSSMEandcouldthereforebeusedas
wavelengthreference.Laboratorytestingofthisdevicedem-
onstratedtheviabilityof FPIspectrometers.A six-channel
unithassubsequentlybeensuccessfullytestedontheSSC
DiagnosticTestFacilityengine.Currently,aneight-channel
unit(usingaflight-typeopticaldesign)isbeingfabricatedfor
testingonthe"ffI'Bengine.
Theintentof the3channelunitwasto:(1)validatethe
concept,(2)validatethedesignapproach,and(3)evaluatehe
performanceof FPIbasedspectrometers.Testingwasper-
formedto evaluatetheopticalsensitivityof theunit,and
evaluateheeffectsofvibration,staticacceleration,tempera-
turevariations,andbackgroundradiationontheoverallper-
formance.
Usingaseededburnerrigastheoptical source, it was
found that the measured signals recorded during the tests
agreed with the calculated signal strength, thereby verifying
the predicted sensitivity of the unit. Vibrational testing was
performed by observing the detector output while subjecting
the FPI spectrometer to random impacts of varying ampli-
tudes. Minimal changes were observed during the impacts.
Static acceleration tests were performed by rotating the orien-
tation of the spectrometer with respect to the earth and measur-
ing the spectrometer's finesse at the various orientations. It
was found that the finesse does vary with orientation, thereby
indicating sensitivity to static acceleration. This sensitivity to
acceleration was not great enough to warrant the modification
and/or redesign of the spectrometer. To test for sensitivity to
temperature variations, the finesse was measured during heat-
ing of the spectrometer with a heat gun. It was found that
thermal induced drift does occur. This was not unexpected,
since the interferometer itself has a long path length and large
diameter (1 inch) optics. Smaller diameter optics and a shorter
path length interferometer will minimize thermal effects. To
test for sensitivity to background radiation, the cover of the
spectrometer was removed to allow leakage of ambient light.
It was found that the spectrometer can be extremely sensitive
to light leakage.
From the tests it was determined that a unique reference
specie was not necessary. Instead, a HCL containing the 8
species identified earlier will be used, resulting in an accurate
wavelength reference and calibration point for all 8 species.
Photomultiplier tubes (PMT's) will be used in place of silicon
detectors for the 8 channel unit. The PMT's have greater
sensitivity and dynamic range in the 300 to 500 nm bandwidth.
Their responsivity falls off appreciably above 650 nm; result-
ing in an increased measurable range of spectral intensities in
the bandwidth of interest while decreasing the unit's sensitiv-
ity to infrared (IR) radiation.
The FPI spectrometer that is currently being fabricated is
shown schematically in Fig. 8. Spectral radiation enters from
the optical fiber andpasses through a lens where it is colli-
mated. The collimated light then proceeds through a beam
splitter, which discards the IR and UV radiation that is not of
interest. The beam splitter also enables introduction of spec-
tral radiation from a hollow cathode lamp (HCL) into the
device for calibration purposes. The radiation then passes
through the tunable etalon. The etalon mirror spacing is
controlled by piezoelectric drivers. A dielectric coating was
placed on the etalon mirrors allowing operation from 320 to
430 nm, with a reflectivity of approximately 93%. Outside of
the operating range, transmission through the FPI falls off
substantially, thereby further blocking unwanted UV radia-
tion from the OH emissions, and unwanted IR radiation from
the H20 molecules. Blockage of unwanted radiation helps
ensure a high signal to noise ratiol Exiting the etalon, the light
enters an order sorting filter/prism/beam splitter, that splits off
the 'order' containing the wavelength of interest (by means of
interference filters coated onto the prism surface) and directs
the spectral radiation into a photomultiplier tube. In essence,
the interference filters place a 1nm. wide 'window' around the
wavelength corresponding to specie emission, and the tunable
etalon steps through that window in 0.05 nm increments.
The photomultiplier tubes selected for the FPI have
detection thresholds of 10-12 watts. Testing has shown that
optical losses in the system will attenuate the incoming signal
by a factor of 100. From these values, it has been determined
that a spectrometer entrance aperture greater than 0.2 mm
diameter will provide an optical signal that exceeds the pho-
tomultiplier detection limit at the SSME MDL, considering
losses.
The complete spectrometer system consists of the FPI
spectrometer, the HCL, an associated processor module for
control, data acquisition, data storage, and processor electron-
ics. The FPI software consists of pre-test processing, run time
processing, post test processing, and input/output (I/O) inter-
face routines. Pre test processing performs the initialization
and set up of the system. This includes self calibration (using
the HCL) and self test of the data acquisition/processing
electronics to insure its proper operation. During engine
firing, the run time processing routine will generate the FPI
scan waveform for the piezoelectric drivers, perform the
background subtraction of the species, and check spectral
intensity against specie redlines. Data acquisition, background
subtraction, and redline check occurs simultaneously for the 8
channels every 10 milliseconds.
At the conclusion of the engine fu'ing the post test
processing routines will calculate and check spectrometer
finesse, and replay stored spectral data. Human interaction
with the system will be through a graphical user interface that
enables input of user defined configurations, and values for
specie redlines.
Signal processing is required to extract the atomic lines
and identify the alloy/component from line information. The
line radiation must be extracted from the overall radiation at
a given wavelength. The overall radiation is the sum of
emissions from the various atomic sources, molecular sources,
and background chemiluminescence. The FPI spectrometer
has an active background subtraction capability. As the inten-
sity is measured at 0.05 nm increments in the 1 nm window
around each spectral line, sample and hold circuitry is used to
measure the minimum and maximum values. The maximum
intensity value corresponds to the spectral line peak, and the
minimum intensity value (intensities measured on either 'side'
of the spectral line) corresponds to the background. Subtrac-
tion of the minimum from the maximum reveals the absolute
intensity of the spectral line.
The entire system is controlled by a commercially avail-
able 386 based computer. The computer has a 2 channel 12-bit
digital to analog converter (DAC), a 16 channel 12-bit analog
todigitalconverter(ADC),8digitalI/Olines,16-bitdirect
memoryaccess(DMA),a 1.2Gbharddisc,anda 150Mb
magnetictapedrive.TheDACgeneratestheanalogramp
waveformtodrivethepiezoelectricdrivers,andtheADC's
digitizethespectralintensitiesfromtheFPI.TheI/Olinesare
theoutputfromthesystemtoenablecontrolactionintheevent
thataredlinehasbeenencountered.Thehard iscisusedfor
datastorageduringenginefiring,andtheDMAenableshigh
speedwritingtothedisc.Themagnetictapeunitisusedfor
archivepurposes.
SUMMARY
The overall objective of this effort is to develop instru-
mentation that enables spectroscopic measurement of eroding
engine components during fight. This instrumentation con-
sists of a nozzle mounted optic, an FPI spectrometer, and a
fiberoptic cable to transmit the collected spectral radiation
from the optic to the spectrometer. These devices are currently
being fabricated, and scheduled for testing on the TTB engine
at MSFC.
Nozzle mounted optics observe spectral phenomena gen-
erated within the plume of a rocket engine during flight. Three
types of nozzle mounted optic probes for application on the
SSME are being developed. These are a combustion chamber
emission viewing optic, a Mach disc emission viewing optic,
and an exit plane absorption optic. The chamber view optic has
been tested on the "ITB engine. Structurally it survived 10
engine fLrings, after which it failed due to gas impingement.
Spectroscopically it was found that emissions from the SSME
combustion chamber appear similar to a black body with the
peak at 520 nm. Upon conclusion of testing the three probes,
one will be selected for flight application.
For installation of the nozzle mounted optic onto the
SSME, no modifications to the engine are required. Analysis
has shown that the optic will be capable of viewing the plume
throughout the entire flight envelope. Testing has indicated
that the device will withstand the thermal and mechanical
loads imposed by engine operation. The optic assembly poses
no risk to the engine based on analysis performed to date.
The FPI spectrometer is a rugged, lightweight, compact,
high resolution spectrometer capable of detecting the spectral
signatures of eroding engine components. This spectrometer
is smaller and lighter than conventional grating or prism
devices, and will provide greater wavelength resolving capa-
bility. A three channel breadboard FPI spectrometer was
fabricated and tested; demonstrating the resolution, sensitiv-
ity, signal to noise, and environmental insensitivity desired for
flight compatible spectrometers. Within the limitations inher-
ent in the breadboard design, the key features required to
provide confidence in the FPI have been demonstrated.
The 8 channel unit that is currently being fabricated has
real time digital processing capabilities (10 ms) with active
background discrimination. The device will have a bandwidth
of 320 to 430 nm and a resolution of 0.05 nm. This unit will
monitor eight spectral lines corresponding to eight distinct
metallic species. These species include chromium, cobalt,
iron, nickel, manganese, tungsten, calcium, and copper. It has
been shown that these species will enable observation of
bearing degradation and erosion of any alloy from compo-
nents along the propellant flow paths.
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• Early Warning of Impending Failure
• Diagnosis of Component Degradation
• Inspection and Maintenance Planning
• Failure Analysis and Return to Flight
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Figure 1.--Methodology for determining engine health from plume emissions.
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Figure 2.--Emission spectra from nominal SSME f'n-ing. Figure 3.--Emission spectra from SSME during degradation.
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Figure 4.---Optical access to engine exhaust plume.
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Figure 5.----Nozzle mount optic for viewing the throat and combustion chamber of the engine.
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Figure 6.---Nozzle mounted optic for viewing the Mach disc.
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Figure 7.--Nozzle mounted absorption optic.
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Figure 8.---Schematic of the 8 channel Fabry-Perot interferometric spectrometer.
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